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ultee must fight a strange menace unlike anyother he's seen
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1 - it appears

Somewhere in the forest near the city
12:38 am
A large bright object streaked across the night sky. Few were awake to see this strange glowing object
fly thorough the cold air. With a loud thunderous explosion the glowing object crashed in the earth of the
forest. Dirt and grass flew everywhere as the strange space object sat in its crater. 2 drunken teenagers
who were in the forest returning home from a beer party saw the strange glowing crater, and in their
curiosity they drunkenly waddled over to the foul smelling pit. Both looked into the crater hoping to find
something of value. In the pit was a rather large glowing craft, one that obviously not of earthly origin. An
arm thrusted out of the craft’s wall. A creature that neither of the drunken teenagers had ever seen
crawled out of the freshly made hole. “WHOAAAA an alien” said the blond haired teen male. ”yeah,
sooo cool” responded the brown haired male. Upon hearing these words the creature jerked its head in
the teen’s direction. It seemed to study them for 2 seconds, then it opened its mouth and screeched, at
the same time a second mouth came stretching out from inside the first. The teens just stood there
clueless as to what was happening. The creature then leapt at the teenagers and tore both apart with its
razor like claws, teeth and tail.

The next morning the 2 teens were found lying in a large puddle of blood and guts. Unearthly bloodied
footprints led off into the city…



2 - the law of the house

Ultee lay on the couch infront of the television. The television blaring about the weekly news which bored
ultee to sleep. sheperd walked in and noticing the TV was on and that his father was asleep, he changed
the channel and began to watch southpark, a show his parents, ultee and meerkat, forbid him and his
sister from watching. Despite the loud volume of the TV ultee still slept. Attracted by curiosity of what the
sound she was hearing, star and sheperd’s mother, meerkat walked in stirring a bowl of mash potatoes
for dinner. Shepherd had not noticed that his mother walked in and was now aware that he was
watching the show that was the most forbidden. Meerkat was angry, but calmy put down the bowl on the
small column table next to the couch, which a made small tapping noise as it touched . shepherd noticed
the noise and quickly turned around to see his mother furious at him. sheperd laughed nervously.
“WHAT ARE YOU DOIN WE TOLD YOU NOT TO WATCH THAT SHOW!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!” yelled meerkat.
Shepherd just tried faking looking guilty to escape her wrath. Meerkat picked up shepherd by the collar
of his outfit. Shepherd knew what was coming, his mother would take him to dalmation or blackcat for a
non violent, yet effective punishment, like dalmation would talk about politics from a book he found on
the street 5 years ago, to him for an hour and he had to listen to him talk till he understood what
dalmation was saying or black cat would chain him down and force him to watch a VEEEERRRRYYYY
lousy 1950’s movie and memorize the actors, the worst punishment he could face was ,he would be
forced to watch 13 episodes of barney back to back. Meerkat took shepherd to dalmation’s house.
“NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO” screamed shepherd
Back at ultee’s and meerkat’s house the TV’s noise finnaly woke up ultee from his deep slumber.
“huh” said ultee as he woke up. Ultee stared at the new on the TV. “2 teenagers were brutally
massacred today, as to what killed the young boys is unknown, all authorities found were these bloody
foot prints” said the reporter on the news. “crap…this cant be good” ultee said to himself...



3 - Alien strikes

The creature sat like a gargoyle would on top of the tall building, merely watching the people that
seemed liked ants to it. A man walked came through the door and stood in shock at the sight of the
creature. The creature could smell the cologne upon the man and turned around with a jolt. In a split
second the creature was in mid-air giving off its unearthly screech. The man tries to run but the creature
lands on him and pins him to the ground. The man screamed for 2 seconds before the creature bit into
his throat and killed him. The creature got off the now dead man, it merely looked upon its kill for a few
seconds, then went back to its perch on the ledge of the building and continued to watch the people
below. After about 45 minutes of watching, the creature lumbered over to the door. It looked upon the
lock, it having no idea as how to operate the door handle it ripped whole door off its hinges and crawled
down the steps of the stairs. The people inside the building, upon noticing the creature, screamed in
shear terror. The creature seemed to smile before it leapt at panicking crowd. With no weapons around
the office people were easy prey for the creature to massacre. Soon, with all the people on that floor
dead, the creature crawled out the window and down the backside of the building.



4 - first fight

Ultee walked out the house and looked at his surroundings. “I’m going be in the city for a while”
shouted ultee to his wife. “okay” replied meerkat. Ultee walked to the city to look for anything that could
be a threat to any innocents. Meanwhile, On the wall of the building, the creature crawled down into the
dark alley way. The creature lept of the wall and onto the ground, its foot crushing a can as it landed.
Hearing the noise of the can being crushed, ultee, who happened to be by the alleyway, ran into the
dark alley. The creature had crawled up the wall before ultee ran in, now, being hidden in the shadows, it
knew it had the element of surprise. The creature gave off its unearthly screech and leapt at ultee
slashing his elbow with its razor sharp claws. Ultee pulled out his lasersword and swung at the creature.
The creature easily evaded the blade. The creature seemingly disappeared into the shadows. Ultee
cautiously walked farther down the alley, waiting for the creature to strike. The creature hung
upside-down on a gutter high above ultee, watching him, waiting for the right moment to strike. The tail
of the beast stealthily lowered down by ultee and yanked him upward, choking him to near death. The
creature seemed to grin at ultee’s pain. Ultee, using most of his leftover strength stabbed the creature’s
tail causing it to drop him. The creature sstood on the wall for about 3 seconds, then it gave its unearthly
screech and crawled away. “what was that thing?” ultee thought to himself as he headed home.



5 - man hole attack

Upon coming into the neighborhood in which he lived, ultee saw shepherd and star running around like
maniacs, tieing up dalmation with a long piece of string. Ultee laughed at this for 3 seconds then walked
into his house. The door to ultee’s house slammed shut. In the middle of the street the man-hole cover
pushed up slightly. The creature hid under the man-hole cover and looked at its surroundings. shepherd
walked toward the man-hole, then a arm jolted out of the man-hole. Shepherd screamed the loudest he
had ever in his life. Hearing the scream, Ultee ran outside. Shepherd was being dragged into the sewer.
Ultee pulled out his sword and quickly shoved it through the strange black arm grabbing shepherd.
There was a loud unearthly screech then the arm let go of shepherd and retracted back into the sewer.
Shepherd shot into the air and latched onto his father’s head, shaking . ultee pulled shepherd off of his
head and gently placed him on the ground. Shepherd ran inside faster than he ever had in his life.
Ultee stood over the man hole, watching it. After about 30 minutes of doing this, ultee walked back into
the house. His wife just looked at him in a confused way. “it’s a very attractive manhole” ultee joked as
he sat down on the couch…



6 - midnight attacker

At night, when everyone slept, The man hole cover was pushed aside. Out came the creature. Being as
black as the night itself, the night gave it the advantage. Everyone was asleep…everyone was
vulnerable. The creature, it moved toward the houses, ready to kill. it grabbed the knob of the door,
unable to open it since the door was locked. The creature resorted to another method, it slowly opened it
s mouth and spewed acid onto the door, melting through the door in 3 seconds. The creature then
ripped the door off the hinges, and pondered for a second why it hadn’t done that in the first place. The
creature creeped into the house, carelessly knocking over a table with its tail. Ultee awoke from his at
the loud crash of the falling table. He quickly grabbed his energy sword from the table that sat next the
bed and burst out of the room. In front of ultee stood the creature. The creature stood for a second
confirming to itself what events had just taken place in the brief last 2 seconds then it quickly leapt
towards ultee, it claws stretched outward.
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